Dairy Performance Proof

BroadLands Grass Farm - Medford, WI

Cow Numbers - 140
Acreage - 230

This grazing dairy wanted to eliminate feeding corn in the ration. By adding 7 lbs/hd/day of a QLF Custom Optimizer 6 they were able to reduce feed costs by $0.29 /hd/day and eliminate corn during the grazing season.

They observed:

- cows maintained milk production
- an increase in butterfat and protein
- improved conception rate
- improved body conditioning

There was less feed waste after the addition of the QLF Optimizer. The cows spent less time sorting at the bunk and more time in the pastures.

Before and After Diet Changes

- Removed corn
- Added 7 lbs/hd/day of a QLF Custom Optimizer 6
- Reduced feed costs by $0.29/hd/day

This was done during the grazing season.